
Session 2: Vision continued.



Set yourself some targets

There are two types of targets in your life: short 
term and long term.

• Short Term targets are things you want to achieve 
in the next year.

• Long Term targets are things you wan to achieve 
in the next 5 years.

Write down short and long term targets in your 
booklet (remember, think about who you want to 
be, not just what you want to do).



Achieving goals

• Look at the target you set yourself during 
last session.

•Below write what you are going to do to 
achieve that target and how successful do 
you think you will be

• If you didn’t complete it write down why 
and how that might impact future 
progress.



Knowledge recall - Working toward 
success!

•V – Vision (a goal you work towards)

•E – Effort (the time you dedicate to achieving what you 
want)

•S – Systems (the habits and routines you have to break 
your work down and manage your time)

•P – Practice (the time your spend practising skills you 
need)

•A – Attitude (how you deal with success and failure)



Ultimate goals – Frayer Model

• At the centre of the diagram on the next page write 
down your ultimate goal. This is the thing you most 
want to achieve with your life (not matter how 
abstract).

• Around your ultimate goal are boxes with things 
you need to think about. Fill each one in to help 
you think about how you’re going to achieve that 
ultimate goal.



Reviewing Vision

• Vision is all about thinking about WHO you want 
to be rather than a career. You next two/three 
years to work on that!

• Complete pages/slides 7-9 of the skills booklet

• Write down 3 targets you want to have achieved 
by the time you leave sixth form/college – make 
sure these targets are meaningful and what you 
really want to do. Don’t just write ‘do good in 
school’ – that is not meaningful. Be specific!



Remember:


